GotSoccer
From: Derek Yen <advancedleagues@azyouthsoccer.org>

Sent: 10/24/2019 8:31:06 PM

To: Team Contacts, Team Officials, Coaches

2019-2020 Advanced Leagues Games October 25-27
Teams,
Arizona Federal Credit Union Advanced Leagues Weekend 7 is here and now I know why we live in AZ with our
weather. Time to bring your jackets if it is too cold and are watching the games from your car!
Games this weekend are being played at:

•
•
•
•

Fear Farm
Scottsdale Sports Complex (ASA Staff and Athletic Trainers will be on Site)
Grande Sports World
Rose Mofford

QUESTION : What do you do if you have an injury at a location that doesn't have ASA Staff and Athletic Trainers?
ANSWER: You will follow a similar process that would occur at training, a scrimmage, etc as instructed by your
club. Keep in mind that the ASA Injury Form must be completed within 30 days in order to file a claim. CLICK
HERE for the Injury Report Form and CLICK HERE for the Spanish version.

This Week's Tips and Rules 101 Class:

• NO Write Ins on Game Cards in Advanced Leagues: Teams this is the 4th or 5th week of email
communications. See prior emails or review the league rules. It is the team responsibility to make sure
they enter players using the CLUB PASS function in GotSoccer and not write in players on the game
cards.
• Usage of Team Chat Function . Are you aware of the CHAT function in GotSoccer? In your Team
Account under Events, if you click under the schedule column to "VIEW" your schedule, you should show
all your league games plus as illustrated below. This function allows each team to communicate with the
other team in a 1:1 environment. Historical communications are stored. Coach and Primary contact
information is viewed as well as the game information details.

• Game Description usage in GotSoccer : Below are some examples of what the scheduler will use in
adding a description to a game. The samples below are meant to help explain when they are used.
"Rescheduled" = This description is used for a game that has been rescheduled. It normally will be accompanied
with some communication to teams via email or text as well as using the CHAT function. A game in Rescheduled
status is now on that new date, time, and location.

"Extra Time" = This description is used for a game that has been moved back in start time usually. It also could be
used for any time change since there is no current reason "Time Change". The most common reason when it was
used this year was to push back a start time or if there were gates at the complex that needed to be opened so the
game was moved back to allow for more warm up time.

"Postponed" = This description has been used when a game was postponed for certain reasons. The most
commonly used occurrence was for all U14 and younger games that were to be played in the Spring. All of these
games were dropped into the 1/11/2020 date until final scheduling would be completed (December).

"Field Pull" or "Field Change" = This description has been used when a game was moved field either within the same
complex or to another complex.

"Rained Out" = This description is temporarily used when inclement weather might force the postponement of games
such as what occurred on 9/14/2019. The temporary description is normally changed to "Rescheduled" when the
suspended game is moved to a new date/time/location.
"Forfeit" = This description is used when a game is deemed a forfeit (for various rule violations).
"Canceled" = This description is used for example if a team withdraws from the league and is canceled. Canceled
games will not be played.
Keep Kicking!!!

